
Commuter Profile

Owen Davies
Bike Commuter from Clovelly to the 
Mott MacDonald office in the CBD

1) What does your typical commute look like?
I cycle from Clovelly to the Mott MacDonald office in Kent street every day I am in the 
office. Before COVID I would cycle around 80% of the time. Presently, I cycle into work 
four days and work one day at home. I leave home around 8:00am and my commute 
usually takes around 30 minutes.

2) How do you work the childcare drop off into your bike commute?
Ted’s childcare is about ten minutes from our house. Ted has seen me on a bike since 
he was born, he loves bikes himself and goes pretty much everywhere either on his 
balance bike or pedal bike (he even skipped training the training wheels cos he was so 
good on his balance bike!), so for him it’s the natural way to get to childcare. He’s pretty 
independent and it means we can cover big distances with him. We both enjoy it when 
we bike together so works well that I drop him off. Usually we have always had to stick 
to pavements but when they closed Centennial park to cars we could go round the big 
loop! It’s so much quicker and more fun than walking, he gets to leave his bike at day 
care and then rides home with Mum at pick up too. Not even rain stops him!

3) What made you decide to start riding to work?
Back in the UK I started cycling for some exercise and to take in the Welsh scenery in 
the mornings. I guess it’s the same here in Sydney but the advantages are that it’s so 
much quicker (and cheaper!) than any other way of getting into and around the city. I 
also get to leave when I want rather than have to keep to a timetable. It’s also a good 
way to stop thinking about work as soon as you get on the bike.

4)  From your experiences, what has 
been the biggest benefit to you by 
riding your bike to work?

It’s a good form of aerobic exercise. 
I enjoy being active and doing many 
physical exercising activities.  As the 
family grew there was less time to do 
this so using the commute as my daily 
exercise keeps me fit and saves time. 
When I first arrived in Sydney and we 
didn’t have a car it was my only form 
of transport too. It was good to explore 
the local area (Eastern Suburbs) and get 
to the climbing walls around St peters. 
There is also the time cost benefit too 
but I think I’d cycle most days anyway 
(as long as the commute didn’t take 
exceptionally longer than the bus/car).


